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SARDINIA   ROLEX CUP    2006 
ISAF OFFSHORE TEAM WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP 

The fourteenth competition for the Sardinia Rolex Cup decided, for the second time, the title of ISAF Offshore Team 
World Champion. As in 2004, the series was hosted by the Yacht Club Costa Smeralda, under the authority of the 
Offshore Racing Congress on behalf of the International Sailing Federation; and was sailed in the waters outside of 
beautiful Porto Cervo. 

Entries

There were seven teams, representing five nations, and two geographic areas. Each team was made up of three yachts, 
one each from the very exciting, popular and competitive TP 52, Swan 45, and Farr 40 Classes. 

Racing

Although all yachts started together, each class was scored separately. Team rules did not apply; but the respective 
Class Rules were in effect.  
This decision was very effective. Nice starts of twenty one yachts, enough speed differential for early separation of the 
three groups, and minimal interference between Classes. 
Seven windward/leeward races and one medium distance “Island Race” were completed in light to moderate winds. The 
final windward/leeward race was abandoned when, in a dying breeze the time limit expired. 
All week, spectators and competitors alike were hoping for more breeze, so as to showcase the exceptional performance 
these particular yachts are capable of. While this did not materialize, the competition itself was keen; with position 
changes and close scoring within the classes.  
Total team scores were the combined scores of each of the three yachts with in their respective classes.  
Congratulations go to the consistent Sardinian Team, followed by Germany, and the team representing Monaco. 
Complete results attached. 

Jury

The International Jury was an outstanding one of seasoned veterans, visible and involved. They utilized two boats to 
observe the starts, the windward mark and the leeward gate, filming potential incidents. With excellent communication 
and rapport with Race Management and Competitors. 

The jury members: 
                              
Michael Clough   IJ   Chairman 
Riccardo Antoni                 IJ 
John Ripard                       IJ 
Ken Ryan     IJ 
Don Genitempo                  ORC Representative 
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Race Management

Giorgio Lauro, the Principal Race Officer and his experienced staff both ashore and on the water made all the right calls 
and delivered an excellent series. Many thanks go to them. 

Observations

YCCS continues to set the standard for organization and conduct of high profile yacht racing. And their unique ability 
to attract competitors ensures continued success. 
The recruitment of these three classes was the right choice, and this year’s format was very good.  
ORC and ISAF should move to protect important championships such as this in the Events Calendar, so as to prevent 
them from adversely affecting each other, as was probably the case this year. 

Congratulations and thanks to Rolex, Commodore Alberini and his staff at the YCCS, and all of the competitors for 
another excellent event. 

Don Genitempo 
ORC Representative. 

Houston, 9th August 2006 
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